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About Us
We, Sree Dhanam Automation Pvt. Ltd., established business with an aim to optimize the
purchase experience of customers looking for quality assured Current Transformer, LED
Converter, LED Driver, Relays, Sensors etc. We know that our accomplishments stem
from the expertise of manufacturing partners. Therefore, by using our effective skills in
business as a dealer, trader, importer and exporter, we have managed connecting with
some of the best-known providers of the range. Our partners having deep technical
expertise build the range as per industry speciﬁcations. We have Carlo Gavazzi
Automation Singapore Pte Ltd and E.Power Co., Ltd. (S. Korea) as our associates and also
boast of many longstanding partners in overseas markets of Taiwan, China, Singapore,
Italy and Korea, from whom we import products.

Our Aim
We know that different clients look out for different solutions, different advice and
different product information, and many a times client want nothing short of perfection.
Our aim is to not be intimidated in the face of such challenges, stay prepared for
addressing the multiple client demands, and remain accessible 24/7 for our valued
patrons.

Why Choose Us?
We have already made a prominent mark in business but know that we have many
milestones to scale in the future. Therefore, we continually reﬁne our techniques so that
we remain ahead of the curve. From expanding our trade capabilities to improving
individual skills of employees, we do everything to take our business to the next level.
Following factors show how we try to positively inﬂuence our business every day:
Vendor Base: Among our vendors, we already have premium Italy based automation
company-Carlo Gavazzi and the famous E.Power Co., Ltd. from South Korea. This helps us
build trust for our range of Current Transformer, Sensors and
Relays

Our Products

Meanwell Din-Rail SMPS

TAM TDD-24-120-1 Din-Rail SMPS

TAM SMPS Power Supply

TAM TDD-24-240-1 Din Rail SMPS

Meanwell Smps

Tam Brand Smps

TAM TDD-24-480-1 Din-Rail SMPS

TAM TDD-24-150-1 Din-Rail SMPS
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